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 National Geographic Kids Brain Games
The Mind-Blowing Science of Your Amazing Brain
by Jennifer Swanson

ISBN: 9781426320705
Binding: Paperback 
Series: National Geographic Kids
Publisher: National Geographic Children's Books
Pub. Date: 2015-09-08
Pages: 112
Price: $15.99

QUICK: Name the most powerful and complex supercomputer ever built. Give up? Here's a hint: It's housed in your head and it's the one thing that makes
you YOU. Your brain is mission control for the rest of your body and steers you through life. Not bad for something the size of a softball that looks like a
wrinkled grey sponge!

In this fascinating, interactive book -- a companion to the National Geographic Channel hit show - kids explore the parts of the brain and how it all works,
brainy news nuggets from a neuroscientist, plus fun facts and crazy challenges.

 Cars, Trains, Ships, and Planes
by DK SMITHSONIAN

ISBN: 9781465438058
Binding: Hardback 
Publisher: DK
Pub. Date: 2015-09-01
Pages: 256
Price: $27.99

Get kids revved up and ready to read.
Cars, Trains, Ships & Planes is a visual encyclopedia of every vehicle to zoom, sail, soar, float, or fly across the land, sea, and sky. Displaying more than
1,000 vehicles including classic cars, hybrids, race cars, sail boats, luxury cruise ships, BMX and dirt bikes, military tanks, steam locomotives, mountain
trains, hot air balloons, fighter jets, International Space Station manned spacecraft and more, plus a glossary and index, this visual catalog is perfect for
young transportation buffs. In addition to the eye-catching images for readers to spot and explore, exciting text covers facts and figures on record breakers
and news makers and includes the story of the history of transportation -- from the first wheel to the latest hybrids -- giving this book a special appeal to
reluctant readers.
Cars, Trains, Ships & Planes is the fastest route to take young readers on a journey to learn about all things that go.

 National Geographic Kids Why?
Over 1,111 Answers to Everything
by Crispin Boyer

ISBN: 9781426320965
Binding: Hardback 
Series: National Geographic Kids
Publisher: National Geographic Children's Books
Pub. Date: 2015-10-13
Pages: 224
Price: $23.99

The concept is simple. Got a question? Well now you have an answer! 1,111 of them, in fact. Want to know why your snot is yellow? Flip to the human
body chapter. What's on the inside of a turtle shell? The animal section's got you covered. What's in the deepest part of the ocean? Why doesn't Earth just
float off into space? Check, check, and check. With hundreds of topics ranging from silly to serious, we've got the expert information you need in a fun and
entertaining format that will keep kids digging for answers. Answers include all kinds of fascinating extra info like top ten lists, weird-but-true facts, explorer
profiles, and cool activities. Now, go stump your parents!
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 National Geographic Kids Ultimate Weird but True 3

1,000 Wild and Wacky Facts and Photos!
by NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC

ISBN: 9781426320682
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Weird but True
Publisher: National Geographic Children's Books
Pub. Date: 2015-08-04
Pages: 192
Price: $23.99

Get ready for even more zany weird-but-true fun with 1,000 all-new wacky facts, photos, and too-strange-to-believe stories in the newest book in the wildly
popular series. It's the ultimate in weird-but-true awesomeness!     

National Geographic has packed 1,000 more ALL-NEW wild and wacky facts and photos into Ultimate Weird But True 3, making this the perfect gift for
fact-loving tweens everywhere.

 Historium
Welcome to the Museum
by Jo Nelson

ISBN: 9780763679842
Binding: Hardback 
Series: Welcome to the Museum
Publisher: Candlewick
Pub. Date: 2015-09-08
Pages: 112
Price: $46.00

Discover more than 160 exhibits in this virtual museum, open all hours.

Welcome to the museum! There are more than 160 historical artifacts to be discovered in Welcome to the Museum: Historium. Wander the galleries of this
museum whenever you wish--it's open 365 days a year!--and discover a collection of curated objects on every page, accompanied by informative text. Each
chapter features a different ancient civilization, from the Silla dynasty of Korea to ancient Rome.
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